
Our growing company is hiring for a communications consultant. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for communications consultant

Support the production of client e-newsletters and analysis of readership
metrics
Mapping end-to-end communication on the sales journey and developing
lead nurture campaigns
Provide communications support to business partners and Wealth
Management Canada senior management team by interpreting complex
messages and creating targeted communications for various layers of the
organization
Proactively source content from multiple business sources and write articles
for various communications vehicles, including newsletters, intranets, social
media and online communication
Write, edit and distribute correspondence for the CEO of Wealth
Management Canada ensuring a high standard of excellence
Project management of multiple communication projects from end-to-end
including content development, editing, design, layout and distribution
hitting deadlines without compromise, and maintaining quality control
Post daily updates to the intranet sites and work with business partners to
ensure accuracy of information
Support the measuring of communication initiatives by gathering and
preparing reports as required
Assessing communication requirements, including content, tone, and

Example of Communications Consultant Job
Description
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Developing marketing communication strategies and plans that detail
communication objectives, target audiences, vehicles, and key messages

Qualifications for communications consultant

Domain expertise in the communications sector
8+ years’ experience in a similar role with strong writing and storytelling
skills, the ability to leverage data, insights, and trends to draft a compelling
narrative
Totally 10+ years marcom experience
Bachelor in marketing, communications, PR, journalism or 5 years + in related
field, preferred
Demonstrated Marketing Communication competency and superior
functional expertise
8 – 10 years of experience in marketing, client strategy and/or
communications, preferably in group retirement or financial services


